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Ankidroid import apkg

Hi, I bought mandarin-trainer, and imported it anki (desktop) without any problems. I do not use AnkiWeb synchronization, but I export my blanket Anki (file APKG extension), I put it on my phone where ankidroid is waiting for it, and then I import it ankidroid. But it will not succeed with the message This is not a valid APK.. The problem comes from ? sign
some media file names that are not allowed in the file names of your phone. The solution is to rename these files by replacing ? with an authorized character and search for the file name in Anki's browser and update the maps using the file name with the new name that you give to these files. You can use The Check Media feature to make sure that you have
updated the cards correctly. For example, in mandarin coach, I had to rename the collection.media folder: * 30-?? -fang1xing2-speaker2-2.mp3 -&gt; 30-__-fang1xing2-speaker2-2.mp3 * 59-wa?-wai4po2-speaker2-2.mp3 -&gt; 59-wa_-wai4po2-speaker2-2 .mp3 I hope it helps, Ronan * originally posted by Ronan. Couldn't find what you were looking for? New
post As mentioned in the basics section, Anki creates maps automatically based on notes you add. (Please read the basics section if you have not already done so, as the rest of the section assumes that you have read it.) You can set up the cards that Anki should create and should show them when adding or editing the material by clicking the Maps...
button. Click. At the top of the window, a set of tabs appears, one for each card type. If you want to add a different card type to the current note type, you can click the plus sign on the right. If you want to delete one, you can also do so on the x tab. The top left is the front template, the lower left is the back template and there is a map style section between
them. Anki, templates are written in HTML, which is the language that web pages are written in. The style part is CSS, which is the language used to style web pages. On the right is a preview of the front and back of the currently selected map. If you opened the window when you added notes, the preview is based on the text you typed in the Add Notes
window. If you opened a window while editing a note, the preview is based on the contents of that note. When you opened a window from the Tools menu →, Anki displays each field in parentheses instead of the contents of the field. At the bottom of the window, there's a More button that gives you options for renaming or reordering cards, as well as two
options: The Override deck option allows you to change the package in which cards created from the current card type are placed. By default, cards are placed on the deck in the Add Notes window. If you specify a deck here, this card type will be placed on the deck you specify, not on the deck listed in the Add Notes window. This can be useful if you want to
different decks (for example, learning the language, placing production cards on one deck and other detection cards). You can check which cards the cards are currently making by selecting Teki alistad again. Browser appearance option allows you to set different (perhaps simplified) templates to display question and answer columns in the browser; for more
information, see the browser look. On YouTube, you can watch a video of the reversing of maps. If you want to create maps that go in both directions (e.g. both ookii→big and large→ookii), then there are several options. The easiest option is to choose a built-in note type basic (and reversed card). It creates two maps, one in each direction. If you want to
create pivot cards with only a few of your material (perhaps you only want to take the time to explore the opposite of the most important material, or some of your cards do not make sense to the opposite), you can choose basic (optional upside down card) note type. This note type creates only a forward card when you fill in only the first two fields; If you insert
something in the Insert upside down field (as y), Anki will also create a reverse card. The contents of this field will never appear on the map. If you later decide that you do not want the inserted reverse card, you can delete it by removing the text from the Insert Upside Down field. If you want to insert a reverse card, you can add text to the Insert Upside Down
box. If you didn't select a optional reverse note type to start, you can use the Edit button in your browser to change it → change note type. Note To prevent planning information from being lost in the event of an editing error, Anki will not automatically delete the cards from the Insert Upside Down field after you remove the text. To complete the deletion, run
the tools → the main window. If you use a more complex type of note, such as one with three cards, and you want to create specific cards only in certain situations, check the conditional replacement. The most basic template looks something like this: when you place text in curly brackets, Anki looks out with that name and replaces the text with the actual
content of the field. You can include as many fields as you want. Note Field names are case sensitive. If you have a field named Front, writing {{front}} does not work correctly. Your templates are not limited to a list of fields. You can also add any text to the template. For example, if you are exploring a major city and you have created a comment type with the
Country field, you can create a leading template: What is the capital of {{Country}}? The default back template looks something like this: {{FrontSide}} &lt;hr id=answer&gt; I can't believe you did this. This means show me the text that is on the front, then the handinger line and then back out. id = answer part says Anki where the sharer is between the question
and This allows Anki to automatically scroll to the place where the answer begins when you press show the answer on the long map (especially useful for mobile devices with small screens). If you don't want a horizontal line at the beginning of your answer, you can use a different HTML element instead, such as a paragraph or div. You can watch a video
about this feature on YouTube. If you want to enter a response and have Ank compare your contribution to the actual answer, you can do so by changing your template. Imagine that your front and back templates look like {{FrontSide}} &lt;hr id=answer&gt; {{External Word}} To type an outlier and verify that you are eligible, you need to edit your first template
so that it looks like this: {{Native Word}} {{type:Word Foreign}} Note that we have added the type: in front of the field you want to compare. Because FrontSide is on the back of the card, the answer box on the back is also displayed. (If you do not have FrontSide on the back of your card, you need to add a type directive to the answer side as well.) When
viewed, Anki displays a text box where you can enter the reply, and after hitting to enter or show the answer, Anki will show you which parts you have right and what parts you were wrong about. The font size of a text box is the size that is configured for this field (from the Fields button on the editing screen). This feature doesn't change how cards are
answered, so it's still up to you to decide how well you remember or not. Note Only one typing comparison can be used on the map. If you add the above text several times, it won't work. It also supports only one line, so it is not useful to compare a field that consists of multiple rows. Anki uses a monotonous font to compare the response, so that the sections
are presented and the correct ones are lined up. If you want to override the font, you can place the following code at the end #typeans { font-family: myfontname; } Advanced users can override the default type-answer colors in css classes typeGood, typeBad and typeMissed. At the time of writing, only the computer version of Anki supports these classes. It is
also possible to enter the answer cloze deleting maps. To do this, add {{type:cloze:Text} to both the front and rear templates so that your back looks something like this: {{cloze:Text}} {{type:cloze:Text}} {{Extra}} Note that since the cloning type does not use FrontSide, it must be added to both sides of the bone-in sheet music type. If there are more than one
section, you can comma separate the answers in the text box. Note Type response fields are not displayed in the Preview dialog box. When you view or preview a window of the card types window, they appear. To create a new line, the template language requires a special command. For example, if you wrote the following in the template: In the preview, you
actually see: To add a new line, you need to add &lt;br&gt; code to the end of the line, so: br code denotes (line) br (eak). The same applies to fields. If you want to display two fields, one on each line, use {{Field 1}}&lt;br&gt; {{Field 2}} on YouTube to watch a video about hairdressing cards. Sometimes the front and rear template is the card style. Here you
can change the background color, default font, text alignment, and so on. Note This is not where you change the font type for response comparisons, type reply text boxes, or edit text boxes; To learn how to change these fonts, check your response and customize the sections in the fields. The standard options for you are: font-family – the name of the font
used on the map. If your font has spaces in it like MS Unicode, you must enclose the font name in double quotation marks such as this sentence. You can also use multiple fonts for one card; information on this can be found below. font size Font size in pixels. If you change it, leave px at the end. text alignment Should the text be centered, left, or right. color
Text color. Simple color names such as blue, light yellow, etc. work or use html color codes to select any color. For more information, go to this website. background color – the color of the background of the map. Any CSS can be placed in the style section - advanced users may want to do things like add wallpaper or gradient, for example. If you do not
know how to get some specific formatting, please search the web for information on how to do CSS because there are many documentation available. The style is divided between all cards, which means that when you make an adjustment it affects all the cards that note type. However, it is also possible to specify a card-specific style. In the following
example, the yellow background is used on all tabs except the first: .card { background color: yellow; } .card1 { background color: blue; } One other thing to note is that Anki shrinks the images to fit the default screen. This can be changed by adding your style section at the bottom: img { max-width: none; max-height: none; } If you try to change the style of the
pictures and find that the letter displayed on the marked cards is affected (for example, it becomes too large), you can target it as follows: The default style applies to the entire map. You can also use a different font, color, and so on in certain fields or parts of the card. This is especially important when learning foreign languages, because Anki sometimes
cannot display characters correctly when the appropriate font is not selected. Let's say you have Expression in the field, and you want to give it osx thai font Ayuthaya. Imagine that your template has already been read: what is {{Expression}}? {{Notes}} What we need to do is wrap the text we want to style some HTML. We're going to put the next And behind
it: By wrapping the text as above, we say an Anki-style-wrapped text with a custom style called mystyle1, which we will create later. So if we wanted the whole what is...? expression used in Thai font, we use: &lt;div class=mystyle1&gt;What is {{Expression}}?&lt;/div&gt; {{Notes}} And if we wanted only to phrase the field itself to use the Thai font, we would like
to use: What is &lt;div class=mystyle1&gt;{{{Expression}}&lt;/div&gt;? {{Notes}} After editing the template, we now need to move between templates in the styling section. Before editing, it should look like: .card { font-family: arial; font-size: 20px; text-align: centered; color: black; background color: white; } Add your new style to the bottom so that it looks like:
.card { font-family: arial; font-size: 20px; text-align: middle; color: black; background color: white; } .mystyle1 { font-family: ayuthaya; } You can add any style you want to style. If you want to increase the font size too, you'd like to change the mystyle1 part to look like: .mystyle1 { font-family: ayuthaya; font-size: 30px; } You can also bundle custom fonts with
your own blanket, so you don't have to install them on your computer or mobile device. For more information, see Install fonts. Please see the card style section for more information on the style options you can use here. The card can be added to the field, but it is hidden until you explicitly show it. We call it a tipfield. Before adding a hint, remember that the
easier it is to answer an anki question, the less likely it is that you will remember this question when you meet it in real life. Please read the minimum information the principle before continuing. First, you need to add a field where to save the hint if you haven't already. If you're not sure how to do it, check out the section. Sup assume that you have created a
field named MyField, you can tell The Ank to include it in the map, but hide it by default by adding the following link to the template as Show Tip; when you click it, the contents of the field will appear on the card. (If MyField is empty, nothing will appear.) If you point to a hint of a question and then reveal the answer, the hint will be hidden again. If you want the
hint to appear whenever you see a response, you must remove {{FrontSide}} from your back template and manually add the fields that you want to display. Note Currently, it is not possible to use a hint field in audio - the audio will be played regardless of whether you have clicked on the hint link. If you want to customize your appearance or behavior, you'll
need to apply the hint field yourself. We can't offer any support, but the following code should start with you: {{#Back}}&lt;a class=hint href=# class=hint href=#&gt;/a class=hint href=# &gt;incorrect; &gt; Show Back&lt;div id=hint4753594160 class=hint style=display: none&gt;I can't believe you did it.&lt;/div&gt; I can't believe you did it. You can add some
special fields to the templates: note tags: {{Tags}} Note type: {{Type}} Card Blanket: {{Deck}} Card Sub-blanket: {{Subteque> Card Type (Next, etc.): {{Card}} Front template content (valid only in rear template): {{FrontSide}} FrontSide does not contain any sound that was on the front of the card. If you want the same sound play on both the front and the back
of the card, you must manually include the sound fields on the back. As with other fields, field names are case sensitive. Anki doesn't create cards with blank fronts. Therefore, if My field was blank and the front template of one card contained only this field, the card will not be created. If you can't create a map because all tabs have blank fronts, the Add Notes
window will warn you and won't allow you to add a note until at least one card is created. When you edit a note that you previously added, Anki automatically creates additional tabs if they were previously empty but no longer. If you've cleared some cards when they weren't before, an anki won't delete them immediately because it can cause accidental data
loss. To remove blank cards, open the tools and → the main window. You will be shown a list of blank cards and will be given the option to delete them. Because the card creation is working, it is not possible to manually delete individual cards (they will simply end up again the next time the note was edited). Instead, you should empty the corresponding
conditional replacement fields, and then use blank cards. (If you don't have fields set up to generate the card, read the settings for creating inverted cards and optional card.) If you need to do this with many notes at once, you can search for and replace the feature in the browser. Anki does not take special fields or external text into account when generating
the map. So if your front template looked like this, the map would not have been created if the country was empty: Where is {{Country}} on the map? Sometimes, you can create additional maps for only a few materials, such as testing your ability to remember the most important words in a set. To achieve this, add an additional field to the note and text to the
additional card, such as 1. You can then change the card creation in the card template depending on whether the field is blank. For more information, see the Conditional replacement section below. Anki does not search for templates for media references because it is slow to do so. This affects the addition of a media template. If you want to add pictures or
sounds to your maps that are the same for each card (e.g. company logo top of each tab): Rename the file so that it starts with an underscore, e.g. _logo.jpg. The underscore tells Ank that the file is used by the template and should be exported when you share it on the deck. Add a reference to your front or back template media, such as: Media references to
fields are not allowed. They may or may not appear during the screening and may not work when checking unused media, import/export, etc. Examples that do not work: &lt;img src={{Expression}}.jpg&gt; [sound:{{Word}}] [latex] {{Field 1}}[/latex] Instead, you should include media references in the field. For more information, see the import section. Certain
text, fields, or HTML can only be added to your maps if the field is blank or not blank. Example: This text always appears. {{#FieldName}} This text appears only if the field contains {{/FieldName}} {{^FieldName}} This text will only appear if FieldName is blank {{/FieldName}} The actual life example will only appear on the label if the field is not empty: {{#Tags}:
{{#Tags}}}} Tags: {{Tags}}{{{/Tags}} Or tell me that you want to display a blue field on the front of the card if there are additional notes on the back (perhaps the notes serve as a reminder that you should think more about the answer). You can design the field as follows: {{#Notes}}&lt;span style=color:blue;&gt;{{{/Notes}} {{FieldToFormat}}
{{#Notes}}&lt;/span&gt;{{/Notes}} You can also use conditional substitution to check which cards are created. It works because Anki doesn't create maps that are empty on the front. For example, consider a map with two fields on the front: usually a map is created when there is text in an expression or note field. If you only want to create a map if the
expression is not empty, you can change the template as {{#Expression}} {{{Expression}} {{{Notes}} {{/Expression}} and if you want to require both fields, You can use two conditional substitutions: {{#Expression}} {{#Notes}} {{{Expression}} {{Notes}} {{/Notes}} {{/Expression}} Remember that, as mentioned in the Create Card section, it will only work if you place
the conditional replacement code on the front of the card; if you do it on the back, you just end up with cards with an empty backside. Similarly, since it works by checking whether the front field is empty, it is important to make sure that you wrap the entire front of the conditional replacement; for example, the default behavior does not work as expected:
{{#Expression}} {{{Expression}} {{/Expression}} {{{Notes}} The default behavior can be considered an OR condition – cards are created if the first field is not empty or the second field is empty, etc. The behavior above can be considered an AND condition - the cards are created when the first field is blank and the second field is blank, and so on. Warning: Anki
is currently not able to mix AND AND OR conditions. Thus, the following which requires an expression and notes or field 3 does not work: {{#Expression}} {{#Notes}} {{#Notes}} {{Expression}} {{Notes}} {{/Notes}} {{/Expression}} {{/Expression}} {{/Expression}} {{Field 3}} Another warning is that canceled expressions cannot be used to control card generation.
This is a template wrapping in {{^Field}} does not do what you expect. Please refer to the background information for the cloze deletion section. The Cloze note type works differently from the usual note types. Instead of a customizable number of card types, it has one type that is shared by all the consolidations in the note. As in the chart generation section
mentioned above, the generation of regular cards depends on one or more fields where the question is not empty. The cloning delete character type is created differently: Anki searches for one or more cloning substitutions in the first template, such as {{cloze:FieldName}}. It then searches the Field Name field for all cloning references, such as {{c1::text}}. A
card is created for each individual number. Because the card creation works differently from klokast deleting cards, {{cloze:...}} tags cannot be used as a normal note type – they work properly only when it is used as a cloze note type. The conditional generation offers a special field so that you can check which card you are rendering. If you want to display
hint1 out of the first cloze, and the other cloze example of the hint2 field, you can use the following template: {{cloze:Text}} {{#c1}} {{Hint1}} {{{/c1}} {{{#c2}} {Hint{Hint2}} {{Hint2}} {{{c2}} Your templates can contain any HTML, which means that all placement options used on web pages can also be used on your cards. All are supported for tables, lists, pictures,
links to external pages, and so on. For example, you can use tables to change the layout so that the front and back sides of the map are at the top and bottom left and right. Covers all HTML features outside the scope of this manual, but there are many good introductory guides to HTML available on the web if you want to know more. You can also use field
substitution to create dictionary links. Imagine that you are studying the language and your favorite web dictionary by using a Web URL, such as: You can add an automatic link by doing the following in your template: {{Expression}} &lt;a href= dictionary}&gt;check in&lt;/a&gt; The above template allows you to search for an expression for each note by clicking
on the link in the review. There is a warning, however, so please see the next section. Like templates, fields are stored in HTML format. In the dictionary link example above, if the expression contained the word myword without formatting, then HTML would be the same: myword. However, if you add formatting to your fields, additional HTML will be included. If
myword was bold for example, the actual HTML would be &lt;b&gt;myword&lt;/b&gt;. This may lead to such as dictionary links. In the example above, the dictionary link is finally as follows: &lt;a href= in dictionary&lt;/a&gt; Additional link characters probably confuse the dictionary site and you probably won't get matches. To resolve this issue, Anki provides the
option to remove the formatting from the fields when they are replaced. If you prefix a field name with text: , Anki does not contain any formatting. So the dictionary link that worked even formatted the text would be: &lt;a href= in dictionary&lt;/a&gt; If your card templates are complex, it can be difficult to read the question and answer columns (called Front and
Back) in the map list. The browser appearance option allows you to define a custom template that you use only in the browser, so you can include only important fields and change that as you want. The syntax is the same as in standard card templates. If you're learning a language that reads right-to-left, you'll need to customize the template in this way.
&lt;div dir=rtl&gt;{{Field withrtltextinit}&lt;/div&gt; If you had a link directly here, read the beginning of this section. Anki defines some special CSS classes that allow you to define different styles on different platforms. The following example shows how to change the font depending on where you are viewing: .win .jp { font-family: MS Mincho; } .mac .jp { font-
family: Hiragino Mincho Pro; } .linux .jp { font-family: Kochi Mincho; } .mobile .jp { font-family: Hiragino Mincho ProN; } &lt;div class=jp&gt;{Field}}&lt;/div&gt; For various iOS devices, you can use .iphone and .ipad. If you're using Ankit on a work or school computer that doesn't have permission to install new fonts, or if you're using Ank on a mobile device, you
can add fonts directly to Anki. To add a font to Ank, it must be truetype format. TrueType fonts have a file name that .ttf the name that ends, such as Arial.ttf. Once you have found a TrueType font, we need to add it to the media folder: Rename the file by adding an underscore at the beginning so that it becomes like _arial.ttf. Adding an underscore indicates
to Ank that this file is used in a template and should not be deleted when checking unused media. Your computer's file browser is in your Anki folder, and then a folder named User 1 (or profile name, if you rename/add profiles). You should see the collection.media folder in the folder. Drag the renamed file to this folder. After that, we need to update the
template: At the top of the main screen, click Add, and then select the note type you want to change with the upper left button. Click Maps. Add styles in the section below (after the last character}) replacing _arial.ttf with a copied file named: @font-face { font-family: myfont; src: url(_arial.ttf'); } Note Edit only arial not myfont part. After that, you can change the
entire card font or individual fields. To change the font for the entire map, simply find the font-family: line in the .card section and change the font to myfont. To change the font for only certain fields, see the style instructions in the field above. Note Please make sure that the file names match exactly. If the file is called arial. TTF and you write arial.ttf card
templates, it does not work. Embedded fonts are not currently running in OS X. Custom fonts can still be used, but they must be installed throughout the system. You can set Anki to use a system font on your Mac computer and a font that you're embedding elsewhere. Wrap the field on your front or rear template that you want to design in the following code
by replacing the FieldName field with your field name. &lt;span class=mystyle&gt;{{FieldName}}&lt;/span&gt; Style section, in addition to the font-face line described above, add the following: .mystyle { font-family: myfont; } .mac .mystyle { font-family: Helvetica; } Replace Helvetica with the font name installed on your system. Keep myfont as is because it
refers to the font you embedded in. Since Anki maps are treated like web pages, it is possible to embed some Javascript into your maps through an inline script tags template (loading external files using src = not supported). Because it has an improved feature, we can't guarantee a specific Javascript will work, and can't give any help if things don't work. If in
doubt, it is best to avoid it. Each Anki client may apply the card display differently, so you need to test the behavior between platforms. A number of clients are implemented by keeping a long-run website and dynamically updating its parts when maps are reviewed, so that your Javascript needs to update parts of the document using things like
document.getElementById() rather than doing things like document.write(). Features such as window.alert are also not available. Anki writes javascript errors in the terminal, so if you're using a Mac or Windows computer, you'll need to manually try the errors and write them to the document to see them. The debugger isn't available, so you'll need to break
your code to find out the problems until you find out which parts are causing problems. Problems.
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